INBOUND FREIGHT TARGET SCHEDULE

FREIGHT CARRIER CHECK IN DATE & TIME

- Thursday, January 30, 7 a.m.
- Thursday, January 30, 11 a.m.
- Friday, January 31, 7 a.m.
- Friday, January 31, 11 a.m.
- Late Set-up booths:
  - Sunday, February 2, 7 a.m.
  - & first to dismantle
- Fire/Safety Aisles
- No Freight

TARGET MOVE IN SCHEDULE
This schedule refers to the date and time your delivering carrier must check into the marshaling area for the Orange County Convention Center to be placed in line for unloading (see marshaling yard directions in this section of your Exhibitor Kit).

This schedule is for the move-in of your exhibit and display equipment. You are not required to begin setting your display at this time.

OFF TARGET
If you are unable to meet your assigned target date for any reason and wish to request a change, please email Freeman at: AHR.targetchange@freemanco.com

No targets will be changed without written approval from Freeman.

Warehouse shipments will be delivered the day before the direct target date so that they are in booths by 8 a.m. on direct shipment target date.

Off Target shipments and machinery will be assessed an additional surcharge. Refer to the Freeman Material Handling and Machinery forms for rates.

Disclaimer - Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained on this floor plan. However, no warranties, either expressed or implied, are made with respect to this floor plan. If the location of building columns, utilities or other architectural components of the facility is a consideration in the construction or usage of an exhibit, it is the sole responsibility of the exhibitor to physically inspect the facility to verify all dimensions and locations.
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